In the Name of Allah the most Beneficent the Merciful
Eid Al- GhadirProgram: Level 2 - September 2015
Topic Overview:Understanding that during Ghadir, religion was brought to perfection(Narration (i.e. Hadith) of Ghadir), Understanding the succession of
Amir-al-Mu’minin (A.S.) in regards to Prophet Muhammad (PBUH & HP), the verse of (Perfection of the religion and Propagation), Keeping Promises- A
Good Friend
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20 minutes

1. Since the kids
arrive at different
times, it is
suggested that
before the start
of the official
program, any
sort of craft that
is associated with
the occasion is
planned for those
kids who came
earlier to the
program.
1-The virtue
andthe

1. White
Cardboard, and
blue construction
paper
2- A rather thick
white cardboard
(dimensions: 35*
25 cm - Doesn't
have to be exact)
3- Pea or Beans
4- Glue Stick
5- Scissors
6- Cutter

Explanation

0

Before the start of the program/Crafts
The instructions for the craft can be seen at the end of this table,
You can play the following clip while the kids are making the craft
http://www.hodhodfarsi.tv/play_movie.php?montajatmove_id=434
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Beginning:
Salaam everyone, how is everyone doing?

10 minutes
1

1- A puppet or
any kind of doll

In order for you guys to feel energized, we will start our program together with a simple
workout!
(Kids will stand in a line, and they will hold hands with each other. They will raise their
hands up, and do some stretching and bending. They will continue repeating these
movements and ... )
Alright, everyone please have a seat.
We are thrilled and excited to have you guys in this Grande celebration. So now I have a
question from you guys: who can tell me more about this Eid so those who don’t know
about it become more familiar with it? (Wait for their responses)
Exactly! As our friend mentioned we are all gathered here to celebrate the biggest Eid of
God (God), known as Eid-Al-Ghadir. In various narrations this Eid has been known as
the Greatest Eid of God ( i.e.Eid Al-Akbar) which means that this Eid is greater and
more important than Eid-Al Fitr, Eid- Adha, and even more important than Fridays.
As you guys know, in the last year of Prophet Muhammad’s (PBUH & HP) life, God
commands him to go on the journey of Hajj, and teach people the rituals of hajj so those
who don’t know about these rituals learn them. In addition since Muslims from all
around the world were to be present in this big gathering, an important message was
supposed to be announced.
So what was this important message?? YES! The public announcement of Prophet
Muhammad’s (PBUH & HP) successor.
My dears! Every teacher, principle, manager, or a leader who wants to leave for a few
days or even quit theirjob; they will choose someone to continue their job. You see is it
reasonable, for a teacher to leave a classroom and tell everyone to do what they like to
do and study however they want? Or for example a mayor leaves the city and doesn’t
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choose anyone for its position? How do you guys think the city will look like, will the
city maintain its order?
(Wait for their response)
The Prophet of Islam, may peace and blessings be upon him and his pure family, was the
leader of all Muslims and God commanded him to introduce to everyone his successor ,
because if he didn’t do so, it would have been as if he didn't not completed his mission
as a prophet. Therefore during this pilgrimage, Gabrielle reveals verse 67 of Surah AlMa'idahseveral times (i.e.The Table Spread) which is known as the " propagation verse",
which says :
َّ ک َو اِنْ لَ ْم تَ ْف َع ْل فَما بَلَّ ْغتَ ِرسالَتَهُ َو
س اِنَّ َّللاَ ال
ُ یا اَیٌّها ال َّر
َ ص ُم
َ سى َل بَلِّ ْغ ما اُ ْو ِز َل اِلی
ِ َّللا یَ ْع
ِ ِّک ِمهْ َرب
ِ ک ِمهَ الىَّا
.» َیَههد اللى َو اللافِریه
“O’ Messenger, Announce that which has been revealed to you from your Lord,
and if you do not then you have not conveyed His message And God will protect
you from the people. Indeed, God does not guide the disbelieving people.”
YES, everyone, this message was to publicly announce the successorshipof prophet
Muhammad (PBUH& HP). Prophet knew based on the revelation of God that he will
soon depart from this world and therefore he had to announce to all Muslims his
successor. He needed to do this so all of the hard work he had done as a prophet, such as
teaching everyone how to live, and telling others about Islam doesn’t become
ineffective. More importantly this was the best moment to announce the succession of
Imam Ali (A.S), because there were many Muslims gathered there from all around the
world. It is interesting that the difference between the successor of Prophet from a
teacher or a city mayor is that since Prophet is chosen by God, therefore his successor
has to be chosen by God. Because only God knows who can continue the legacy of
Prophet without any wrongdoings or mistakes.
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So, prophet really liked to announce this important message as soon as possible to
everyone but he was worried, because among his companions there were some people
who did not like The commander of faithful Imam Ali (A.S). And Prophet was scared
that they will do something to Imam Ali (A.S.) but that sentence of God that said:"We
will protect you from the people" really made him feel better and therefore he gathered
everyone around a place called The "GhadirKhumm" and announced Imam Ali (A.S) as
his successor. After announcing Gods order, another verse was revealed from God that
said :
ُ ض
ُ ت لَ ُك ْن ِدیٌَ ُك ْن َو أَ ْت َو ْو
ُ س الذیيَ َکفَزوا ِهي دیٌِ ُکن فَال تَخشَوهُن َو اخشَو ِى ْالیَوْ َم أَ ْك َو ْل
یت
َ ِالیَو َم یَئ
ِ ت َعلَ ْی ُك ْن ًِ ْع َوتِي َو َر
ًلَ ُك ُن ا ِإل ْسالَ َم ِدیٌب
This day those who disbelieve have despaired of [defeating] your religion; so fear
them not, but fear Me. This day I have perfected for you, your religion and
completed My favor upon you and have approved for you Islam as religion.
From this famous verse that is from Surah Al-Ma'idah, we understand the religion of
Islam was incomplete until the announcement of Prophet. And after his successor was
chosen, then Islam becomes complete. Does anyone know why Islam became complete
in this way?
(Wait for the kids to respond, encourage the ones who give right answers, and help the
ones who either give wrong or incomplete answers.)
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Story: Keeping Promises, doing good things, and inviting others to do the same thing
Three brothers came to Imam Ali (A.S.) and said: We want to retaliate this man who has
killed our father. Imam Ali (A.S) said to the man: Why did you kill him? That man said:
I am the shepherd of camels, goats, and … One of my camels started eating from one of
the trees of their father’s land, and their father hit the camel with a rock, killing my
camel. Therefore I picked up the same rock and threw it at their father and he died.
Imam Ali (A.S.) said: “For this reason you have to be punished.”That man said: “I
know.However can you give me three more days? My father has passed away and he has
left for me and my younger brother a treasure. If you kill me that treasure will be lost
and my brother will not get the treasure. He will then be in a bad situation.”Amir alMu'minīn (i.e. Commander of Faithful) said to the man: “Can
anyoneguaranteethatyouwillgo andcome back?” The man looked around and pointed out
one of the companions of Prophet (PBUH & HP) and Amir al-Mu'minīn (AS) and said
this man! Amir al-Mu'minīn (AS) said: “O’ Abazar will you guarantee that this man will
come back?”Abazar replied: “Yes I will.”Amir al-Mu'minīn (AS) said: “You do not
know him, and if he escapes in return you will be punished.”Abazar said: “O’Amir alMu'minīn I will guarantee of him.” And the man left. The first, second and third
daypassed by quickly&Everyone wasworriedthat Abazar would be punished instead of
that man.It was shortly before the Maghrib Azan did that man arrived. While he was
very tired, he stood by Amir al-Mu’minīn and said: “I have given the treasure to my
brother, and now I am under your command to be punished of what I have done.” Imam
Ali (AS) said: “What made you to come back, knowing that you could have easily
escaped?” The man said: “Well, I was afraid that they will say “Keeping a promise” has
been eliminated among people.”Amir al-Mu'minīn asked from Abazar:“Why did you
guarantee of him?” Well I was worried that they will say “generosity” has been
5
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eliminated among people! The children that had lost their father were affected by this
scene and said: “We will forgive this man!”Amir al-Mu'minīn (A.S) said: “Why?” We
are worried that they will say that “forgiving and forgiveness” has been eliminated
among people. But I have told you this story so they wouldn’t say “Inviting others to do
good things” has been eliminated among people… 
Poem

3

3minutes

See the clouds / non look the same/ one is near/ one is far/
One is up there/ decorating / the pond down here smiles/ because it knows
that it day of Eid/ Eid Al-Ghadeer/ Ali is the master of all/
look at the tree/ green and fresh/ look at its fruits/ all red and ripe/
Why is the flower happy?/ the world is happy/ the bird is free/ the tree is
happy/ because its Eid/ Eid al Ghadeer/ Ali is the master of all/
Look at the sky/ full of stars/ happiness you see/ in everyone's eyes/
Because its Eid/ Eid-Al-Ghadir/ Ali is master of all
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A Play: A Perfect Religion

15 minutes

The Narrator: Hey kids, a French scholar that researched about the mindset of people
of different religions, when he came to Iran he met a Shia Scholar named:
AllamehTabatabaei. AllamehTabatabaei was a great interpreter of Quran and the author
of Tafsir al-Mizan, that I am sure the name of the book is familiar to you. The French
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scholar, after meeting AllamehTabatabaei, hebecame interested in Shia’s and every
summer he would come back to meet him; so he could know more about Islam and
Shias in general. As he learned more things from AllamehTabatabaei he became more,
and more interested in Islam. Now the French Scholar is sitting in the library and trying
to gather all the information he has learned, and we want to see what he concludes after
years of having researched about other religions:
(Show the Picture of the library located at the end of the document, the scholar is better
to have glasses and have a makeup as an elderly man, and have book on a table, some
open and some closed as if he is studying them and comparing the books).
After looking over the books and thinking, he says to himself:
WOW, it’s very interesting that this weak point can be seen in every religion except
Islam. Even it can be seen in the Sunni perspective but not in the Shia perspective. (with
wonder and surprise)
He continues: This is what I have paid attention for years, and been trying to find
answers for. It’s interesting because its opposite of what the world says about Islam, and
the Shia say a different thing that you hear less of. Because when everyone does
research on Islam, they immediately go and see what the Sunnis say, and they care less
about the Shia perspective. Because there are less of them!!!
Then he says again: I am very happy!!That I havefinallyfounda perfect religion.
Narrator: Hey everyone what did you think he found in Islam and in Shia perspective
that other religions do not have and that it shows the Shia perspective is completer than
any other religion?
Do you guys want to ask the scholar himself?
7
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Hey professor, I am very sorry to bother your studies, but we have a question for you
and will be very happy if you answer it for us!
French Scholar: Yes for Sure! What’syour question?
You just said that you have reached a conclusion in your studies, and have found
something important in the Shia perspective that you couldn’t find in other religions;
what is that???
The scholar thinks for a while and says:To say the truth, I have looked at the other
books from other religions and have researched for a while. But always thought about
this question that for example in the religion of Mousa (Moses) and Isa (Jesus), after
them passing away or leaving their people, they did not choose a successor to guard the
relationship of people with God, so people would not go in the wrong direction. I mean
it’s correct that other prophets came after them but for example, the Nation of Moses did
not accept Jesus as its successor and that is why for year’s Jewish people did not have
someone to lead them in the right direction and have a strong faith in God.This is why
their religion changed more and more each day. But Shias believe that after Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH &HP), God has chosen Imam Ali (AS) as his successor, and after
him his descendants. And till now the child of their 11th Imam has kept the relationship
between God and the people, and this way the world is not left without an Imam. Having
an Imam alive at different time periods allows this religion to be alive. This point,
however cannot be seen in other religions even in the Sunni perspective. And this is why
I believe the Shia perspective is the true and a completeIslam.
My research has shown that because of the succession of Prophet Muhammad this
religion is complete, and at that time I did not recite this verse in the Quran, and now
that I have read this verse, I believe in my studies more firmly. And I believe more in the
religion and it being the right one.
8

ًالْيَوِمَ أَكْوَلْتُ لَكُنِ دينَكُنِ وَ أَتْوَوِتُ عَلَيِكُنِ نِعِوَتي وَ رَضيتُ لَكُنُ الْإِسِالمَ دينا

“This day have I perfected for you, your religion and completed my favor
on you and chosen for you Islam as a religion.”Qur'an, 5:3
Thanks for your explanation professor. We will no longer bother you with your studies.
Bye
Scholar: It was my pleasure, but I want to recommend you something, and that is to
study more about your religion, so you could have a stronger faith and try to tell others
about this complete and righteous religion; so this way people would know more about
Shias.
You all have this responsibility, to help otherhumans to follow the right path and be
closer to God and be blessed in life. Bye everyone.

5

25 minutes

A play in form of an Audio: Dandelion and Breeze
http://bandarstudents.persiangig.com/weblog/gasedak&nasem.rar/download?1173
**Note: This play is in Persian, and this play has useful content, however if played it
might not be as interesting for the kids. The literate used in this play might be difficult
for kids to understand and it’s more appropriate for older kids.
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Group Activity: A good Friend!

30 minutes

Well, everyone! Now we would like to do a group activity and have a group discussion!
What do you guys think?
You guys know that on the day of Ghadir, there is a famous sentence that people tell
each other:
.الحَودُ هللِ الذی جَعَلَنا هِنَ الوُتِوَسِّكينَ بِوِاليَةِ اهيزِالوُؤهِنينَ وَ األئِوَةِ الوَعصوهينَ عَلَيهِنُ السَّالم

“Praise to Allah, who blessed us to be among those who hold to the
leadership of Amir al-Mu'minīn and the Imams (AS)”
On the day of Ghadir it is very recommended that brothers and sistersin Faith, promise
each other to be like sisters and brothers. This way they share their love among the
believers. This will mean that our friendship among the Muslims, is because of the
leadership of Imam Ali (A.S.). This means that since we all agree that he is the
commander of faithfulness and is the successor of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH & HP),
for this reason we are all together in path of life, and we are all his followers. And like a
family we love and support each other.
You see guys; it is very interesting that our Imams have thought us, that during our
lifetime we should have friends that are like our brothers and sisters. They also have
taught us that our best friends should be people who think like us, like to continue the
same path in life, and are supporters of the Messenger of God and Imam Ali (A.S.) This
is why it is so important to be each other’s friend and help each other in this path.
Whicheverone of us knows the better path, and knows what God has said in Quran or
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Prophet and the Imams have said can teach us their beautiful words to us. Or if you see
your friend doing a wrong thing, or following the wrong path, a path that God doesn’t
like,you can remind them friendly: “My dear friend! What you are doing is not right!”
Ok, now Why do guys think having a friend is so important? Why is it important that all
ofus have a friend that is very close to us?
( Allow them to discuss the importance of having a good friend and tell what they expect
from a friend)
1- Every human being needs a friend
2- One is in need of someone who you can speak your heart to, and ask advice
fromsomeone who wants your good.
3- A friend can help you to succeed and help you to overcome the hard times in life
4- A person can tell a good friend their secrets and speak their heart however, we
have to be careful of not telling any person our secrets.
5- After our families, it is our friends who can have the most influence on us.
Now of all the things you guys mentioned, it seems like that a good friend is very
important, but what is more important is having a very good friend not just any friend:
RIGHT? A friend who can give us the things you guys mentioned earlier. But if we have
a bad friend they can have the worst influence on us!
Have you guys ever had a very good friend or a bad one that you can describe them in
one sentence? What should a good friend be like, what characteristics should they have?
And what is our responsibility towards our good friend?
1- Because we learn things from our friends, if they do bad things we will learn
from them
2- An important characteristic of a friend is honesty, if two friends are not
honest with each other, it is no good
3- It’s good that we tell our friends their mistakes, and also ask them to point
out your mistakes
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4- A good friend is very valuable, and we should keep them and don’t make
them sad
5- Some people become your friend in order to use you?! For example they
want to use your things, or just talk to you about anything or do things that
only matter to them. BUT a good friend is someone who is helpful and
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Now I want to tell you, who is a true friend according to Quran and the Imams (A.S.)
First you guys have to know, that God tells every believer that all Muslims should
befriends and kind with one another. That is why we have to listen to God’s command,
and love and show our kindness to those that have faith. Do you guys know why?
Because both of us love God and the Imams (A.S.), therefore we have to love one
another.
We will now talk about a beautiful narration from Imam Sadegh (A.S.) and then you
guys can tell what you think about this narration:
A person can be worthy of a friendship who is :
1- Gives you whatever they have in their power to help you when you need it
2- Doesn’t leave you alone during hard times.
3- They don’t change their relation with you even if they become wealthy or reach a
better situation
4- Inside and outside they look like you
5- They see your good, as their own; and see your wrong doings as their own;
meaning if something affects your fame, it should be important to them as well,
and they should respect it as if it affects their own fame. On the other hand if
something makes you sad, or ruins your fame, it would be as if they are worried
of their own fame and be worried of yours too,in the same way.
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This narration teaches us how to find an ideal friend. And how to keep a good friend and
don’t lose them. It also teaches us how to be good friends with each other. And if we are
all like this towards our friends, we would have less problems in our life.
A very very important point I want to tell all of you, is that since friends are close to
each other they can have a huge influence on each other. Therefore their thoughts, faith,
morals and manners can have a huge influence on each other. For example if we find a
person that hasgreat morals or you are always in their thoughts, and helps you but has a
few bad morals or they don’t have strong faith with God, and don’t follow God or the
Imams (A.S.), we should be careful and don’t say “Oh it’s ok we won’t learn their bad
morals.” This has never been a true statement and has never worked. It’s very common
that if one becomes someone else’s friend their morals would be like each other as well,
without you even thinking about it. So pay attention, if you have a friend like this, either
help them to choose the right path or if that doesn’t work you have to find a new friend.
Does anyone have anything in their mind that they want to say? Or even a story or an
experience they had?
Now tell me, other than God; who loves us more than anyone? Yes exactly our Imam of
Time Imam Mahdi (AJ) and after him our parents.
Right now in this world, Imam Mahdi (AJ) after God, loves us more than anyone. He
always has us in his thoughts and prayers. And wants the best for us. He knows our
wants and needs. It’s not a time when we need him but he doesn’t answer us and leaves
us alone. He is always aware of what we do, and if we do good things it will make him
happy. But God forbid, if we do something bad we would make him sad. Now that you
guys know the characteristics of a good friend from the perspective of our Imams (A.S),
it’s easier for us to know betterour Imam of our Time, because we know that Imam
Mahdi (AJ) is our best friend. The closerwe become to Imam Mahdi (AJ) we will learn
13

more things about him, and we will become better people. So let’s love him like a real
best friend and always have him in our thoughts and remember him by praying for his
reappearance. We can say what we have in our hearts to him, tryto learn more about him
and try to follow his words.
***May God Hasten the reappearance of our Imam***
7

Animation: The Tales of Sand (Ghadir)
http://film.tebyan.net/film/141683

5 minutes
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Competition: Lessons from the Sermon of Ghadir

20 minutes

Using the word bank given, complete the sentences below, so you could understand a
section of Prophet Muhammad’s (PBUH & HP) Speech during Ghadir:
Safe, Guided, Right, Deviated (Turned) , Holy Quran, Appointed (Chosen), God's
Mercy, Punished, Forgive, Helper of God’s Religion, Defender of God’s Messenger ,
Prayer, alms(khoums), Enemy, Wilayah (i.e. Leadership)
O’ People do listen to the commands of Imam Ali (A.S) in order to stay........
Obey him in order to be ……..
Accept his warnings to be in the ……. Direction
Walk on towards his ultimate destination, so you will not be ….towards the
wrong path
O’ People, do deeply reflect on the ------and try to comprehend its verses.
O’ People, accept Imam Ali (A.S) because God has ------him.
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Anyone who opposes him is ------Whoever accepts him and believes in him may -----be upon them.
Almighty God will --------- who ever listens to him and obeys him.
O' People, he is -------------- and ----------------- and he is the most pure, and
sincere guide.
Your Messenger is the best Messenger, and his successor is the best successor,
and his descendants are the best successors.
Ali-ibn-Abi-Talib is the one who set up --------- and while bowing down to pray
paid out ---------Whoever becomes Ali’s ------- and does not accept his -------- let my anger be
upon them.
MC of the program (i.e. Mentor) : Conclusion and Reciting the Dua
Did every one enjoy this celebration? Did you guys learn new things? The new
information that you learned today, was is interesting for you? Alright, now think for a
moment to all the information you learned today, and then now tell me what can you do
with all the information you gained today, and how can it be useful for you and others?
YES exactly, today we were proud that we are Shias and that we have accepted Amīr alMu'minīn (i.e. Commander of Faithful) as the successor of our dear Prophet (PBUH &
HP). WHY? Because we understood that if we did not accept the successor chosen by
God, our religion would have not been completed. As God said in Quran: A complete
religion is a religion, which has the leadership and successorship of Imam Ali (A.S.) and
after that accepting his descendants. So, we thank God who has placed the love and
guidance of Amir al-Mu'minīn (i.e. Commander of Faithful) and his descendants in our
hearts. And has given us the chance to be real Muslims. We thank God, that during our
time he has not left us without his representative and proof and we have Imam Mahdi
(A.J). But we want to tell God that we miss our Imam and from the bottom of hearts we
would like to see him and feel his loving hand on our heads. We would like to see our
Imam of our time happy, be with him and learn from him. We would like to learn many
15
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new things, and would like our teacher, Imam Mahdi (AJ) to teach it to us. So let’s
remember our Imam more often, and know that he always looks after us and if
weremember him more often and talk with him.He will be happy and he will definitely
answer us. And now at the end of our ceremony we will pray for his reappearance and
good health so we would make him much happier on this big day.

(AJ) as a true
leader and
teacher of our
time

So now tell me guys, what do guys think it means when we say that we have accepted
the leadership of Amir al-Mu'minīn (i.e. Commander of Faithful) and his descendant and
that we will always keep our promise? What do we exactly have to do? Let's just pretend
that I don’t know anything and you want to explain it to me that what is our
responsibility towards our past Imams and the Imam of our Time?
(Convey the children towards these answers below, and help them to conclude the
message of love and friendship)
1- Accepting by language, meaning saying that We are Shia's and we accept their
leadership
2- Practically accepting, meaning that our actions show the fact we are Proud Shia's even
without talking or saying anything. Meaning that our Imams are our role models, and
what we do in our daily life, is according to what they have told us.
3- Be friends with the Imam of our Time (i.e. Imam Mahdi (AJ) and talk with him by
our hearts. During our life, ask for his help when doing good things. While doing good
things think and look after our Imam, and make him happy.
4- Pray for his good health and reappearance.
Reciting Dua Al-Faraj
3 minutes
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Standing up towards the Qibla and paying respect to Imam of our time Imam Mahdi
(AJ)
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1-Emotional
bond with Imam
Mahdi (AJ) and
praying for his
reappearance

1-Starting the
Dua, after
reminding and
telling kids about
the importance of

praying for Imam
Mahdi (AJ)
2-While playing
the clip, it is
suggested that
both the Arabic
version of the
dua and its
translation is
shown
simultaneously.

http://film.tebyan.net/film/151746

Craft

Supplies needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

White cardboard, and blue construction paper
A rather thick white cardboard ( 25* 35 cm/ 10 * 14 inch-*Note:it doesn’t have to be this exact measurements)
Peas or beans which ever preferred
Glue Stick
17

5. Scissors
6. Cutter

Instructions:
1- Print the images given at the end of the document on a cardboard and give it to the kids to color. Allot approximatley 10 minutes for them to do this
task. The palm trees at the end of the document also need to be colored. Then using scissors cut the picture accrding to the image given. (Note: The
image is not shown from the coloring stage )
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.

2- Using a cutter cut the small horizontal line given in the middle of the image. Make sure for protection use something under your hand while using the
cutter. To speed up the work, you may do this step before the kids start coloring.
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3- Then pass through the pre-cut hand through the slot made earlier
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4- Move down the hand until it’s fully positioned.
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5- Bend the hand downwards

6- Redraw the hand. It is not important to have every little detail drawn just the hand and the sleeve
should be enough.
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7- If you move the cardboard that is visible downwards, then the hand will move upwards.
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8- On a blue construction paper draw an oval shape and cut it with a scissor. Glue all the elements shown in the image below on a rather thick cardboard
(You can use a recycled cardboard). Around the pond glue either beans or peas. This step can be easily done with a glue stick however a large amount of
glue may be used. To make this simpler it is suggested that you take bean in your hand and then with it, remove a small amount of glue.
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Images:
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